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By Virgil P. Owens

{The author of the following article is a young man
very much interested in his business, which is tile. He
thinks tile, talks tile and doubtless dreams tile. When this

article was written Mr, Owens had had just sixty days'

experience with tile; before that he knew nothing what-

ever about it. His experience and progress only go to show

what anyone may do by intensive study and close attention

if he is really interested in his business, has his heart in it,)

Merchants everywhere to-day are awaking to the fact

that selling methods have been completely revolutionized

within the past five years. We have all observed the newer

merchandising methods successfully developed by tremen-

dous national business organizations w^hich have extended

their *'go-get-it'' spirit on to the smaller organizations and

to the individual merchants. Who has failed to be affected

in some degree or other by the colossal (it is the only ade-

quate word) advertising campaigns put on by divers inter-

ests from cigarettes to radio, automobiles to silk stockings?

Many and various products have been put over big, some-

times regardless of real merit, by the sheer force of tremen-

dous advertising. The old slogan '*It pays to. advertise" is

so thoroughly accepted as undeniably true that it is no

longer a catch-phrase. Rather is it a dominant keynote of

selling success in thousands of business enterprises abreast of

the times.

Can we apply this action and these iiewer schemes of

selling to tile? As the flapper generation of today would

say, "Can we? And Jiow!"

Every tile salesman knows the typical efforts of the old-

time tile contractors to market their commodity. Their

problem is paramount at this time in adjusting themselves

to the modern trend of merchandising. The other selling

problem, that of the tile manufacturers, is not a part of

our present discussion, inasmuch as their selling field is

recognized as necessarily limited to the established tile con-

tractors of the country, plus certain efforts in educational

and missionary work for the ultimate user of tile via the

various channels of advertising, and contact with the great

national fraternity of architects and builders.

What, then, is the tile contractor doing to advertise and

increase his business, and is he aware of the possibilities of

appropriating to his own lines "steals" from the newer

principles of merchandising?

We have had with us too long the usual setup for a tile

merchant. A place of business selected necessarily close

to transportation facilities. Tile is heavy and the merchant

pays this bill, so naturally is keenly interested in proximity,

if possible, to a railroad siding. In keeping with this sort

of location it has been the general rule to permit the prem-

ises to remain merely a warehouse proposition, with stock

piled around anywhere; some sand in this corner, cement

in that, odds and ends of tile over there, laid away in the

dust of years. However, we must chalk up a mark of

credit to the fact that most of these places attempt to isolate

a small section of the warehouse for office and showroom.

This dates back probably six thousand years in its earli-

est usage and we have seen so-called showrooms in places

which still had on display old-fashioned tile that from

its layers of dust have been models for the original tile

used in ancient Babylon. And great unwieldy slabs of

marble along with a conglomeration of junk, old mantels

and whatnots, witli occasionally a few piled-up samples of

present-day tile offerings presented by some specialty manu-

facturer in the hope of an order. What a place to take

refined people desirous of selecting color harmonies in up-

to-date tile for their new home; or a reputable architect

intent on tile information, as he keeps abreast of the modern

demands in sanitary and decorative building trim!

And yet such outlets have been the rule for one of the

finest products of our age in its adaptability to decorative

schemes of surpassing beauty and permanence, and in its

rinswer of our present-day needs of absolute sanitation and

cleanliness in our kitchens and our baths. Tile is being

used to enhance the livable qualities of every room in our

homes, as well as being recognized as being undeniably in-

dispensable in the modern fireproof types of public build-

ings, schools, hospitals and hotels, We appreciate more

and more each year that tile is rapidly "coming into its

own.
Architects and builders in general, and even the ultimate

user, are also fast learning that the remarkably inherent

qualities of tile have consistently maintained this commod-

ity far superior to any would-be substitute in building trim.

No substitute has yet been devised and offered on the mar-

ket which has ever approached tile in its self-evident attri-

butes of permanence, wearing qualities, or beautifying pos-

sibilities. The United States Government, through its ex-

acting Bureau of Standards, has decisively proved that tile

is superior to all of its imitations and substitutes, in its

long life, its non-absorbent qualities, its resistence, to rotting,

staining, hardening, fading and in giving off objectionable

odors at low temperatures. What fire is likely to affect

tile, which in its very process of manufacture has already

been fired to temperatures as high as 2,500 degrees Fahren-

heit?

These pertinent facts are common knowledge to tile man-
ufacturers and tile contractors. And if we are to admit

that certain tile substitutes are outselling tile in a few
localities, does this not behoove us to recognize the super-

selling power of the new merchandising methods used to

put over these inferior products? Naturally, our cue fol-
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lows ; namely, to adapt better sales ideas and more intensive

advertising spirit to our efforts in marketing our com-

modity.

In recently built movie and theatre structures in quite

a large number of cities throughout the country some very

remarkable effects have been accomplished by architects

who have seen the endless possibilities of adapting faience

and art tile to their decorative schemes. In some of these

finer efforts entire interiors have been handled in marvelous

treatments of rich-hued faience and tapestry-like hand-dec-

orated panels, most refreshing in artistic ensemble after

long hackneyed use of dust-catching marble and gilded

plaster. Cool easily cleaned ceramics of rich design or

quarries Avith inserts or unglazed faience in Ashlar pattern

are the rule for the floors. Stairs are often of durable

flints in checkerboard fashion with risers of many-colored

inserts ; the stair skirting and wainscoting done in soft-toned

panels relieved with harmonious borders. Brilliant work
with bright-glazed ceramics is used to express that delight-

ful Spanish influence so popular with romantically inclined

movie patrons, with quaint animal and cartoon inserts stud-

ding the walls and floors for biazarre results. Probably

nothing else calls for more expressions of universal delight

than a really beautiful bubbling fountain in the promenade

or even in the lounge room of a theatre. A cool, cleanly

tiled lobby of appropriate paneling and matched lighting

effects reveals a subtle appeal in definitely increased box-

oflfice receipts.

After all, theatres are strongly competitive with one an-

other and the newer efforts in attaining the inviting at-

mosphere, which means attracting patronage over and be-

yond the invitation of the other theatres, are admirably

answered by tile. Incidentally this is an example of com-

petitive selling by means of advertising carried to a high

degree of finesse in manner and subconscious appeal.

It is conceded that all-around desirability of tile is prac-

tically self-evident to the well informed and a tremendous

field is open for future business. The wise tile contractor

will study his market with the idea of using such of the

selling methods of the successful merchandisers as may be

applicable to his particular offering, w^hich is, of course,

good tile plus installation. We are offering a few sugges-

tions known to be definitely practicable and in keeping

with these methods.

There is no questioning the value of a neat, artistically

arranged display room separated, if possible, from the of-

fice and stockroom, so that in showing your samples and in

selling a prospect no interruption can occur. Selling as a

science is resolved into certain fundamentals, which are

not any one man's secrets. The tile man who studies hu-

man nature knows that he must first interest his prospect in

tile and then must develop that interest into a real desire

to use tile such as will bear further pressure to the point of

actually getting an order from him. The details of present-

ing your story vary only with the different types of people

.you meet; the main consideration being a convincing

knowledge of tile in general, as well as information con-

cerning its competitive offerings. This procedure of selling

applied to the homebuilder or the designer of new buildings,

or even to the type of contractor who starts a job working

out details as he goes along, is sure to follow a law of

averages higher than any other method in creating tile

business. (^^^ continued)

The Bathroom

The necessity of having everything about the bathroom
as nearly moisture proof as possible cannot be stressed too

often nor too hard. Splashing water from the tub wets
the floor; splashing it from the shower dampens the walls.

If the floor of the bathroom is of w^ood, the moisture

is absorbed and it is only a question of a little time before

the wood begins to decay and will have to be replaced.

If your walls and ceiling are of plaster, they are not only

affected by the spattering of water from the shower and
tub, but by the steam arising from the hot bath.

In a short time the plastering takes on a dingy, muddy
hue, due to the absorbed moisture. This moldy-looking

coating may be disposed of by recalcimining—but to what
end? The same thing will occur again and continue to

occur as long as such material is used.

The sensible thing to do—which the sensible man will

do—is to tile the bathroom over all—not only that but

have the tub of tile. Long after the other materials in

the house have crumbled to dust through time and the

attack of the elements, the tile will be on hand as good as

the day it was put there.

In considering tile don't forget these strong points:

( 1 ) The first cost of tile is the last ; there is no repaint-

ing, replastering, replacing of rotting boards, etc.

(2) Tile is perfectly sanitary; that is one of the reasons

it is used so universally in hospitals, restaurants, and other

places where thorough sanitation is demanded.

(3) Tile will outlast any other building material known,
and is therefore cheaper in the end.

(4) Tile is absolutely fireproof and therefore safer than

other building materials.

(5) Tile is non-absorbent, w^hich makes it moisture and
germ proof.

These are but a few of the many strong points favor-

ing tile, but these few make it stand out as superior to

other building material.

Use Empire tile in your bathroom. Make it sanitary

and durable.
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Who Will It Be?

Perhaps there has been no presidential year that has

excited the interest as has the present one, certainly none

that has been of much more interest in recent years, at

least.

From the present outlook, the issue seems to be well

balanced indeed. Some of the dry Democrats are out

gunning for Smith, while some of the wet Republicans

are paying the same attention to Hoover. The losses and

gains of each party on this question, that of prohibition,

break about even.

The lives of the two candidates present a striking con-

trast. Hoover is a college-bred man with any number
of degrees tacked to his name. He has an LL.D., a

Ph.D., or an Sc.D. of no less than eighteen colleges. He
is of Quaker descent, was born in West Branch, Iowa,

August 10, 1874, his people originally coming from Hol-

land. Hoover spent his boyhood days on a farm, so he

might be said to be country bred.

He did good work in London when the World War
broke out in assisting thousands of Americans to get home.

Afterward he organized the commission for the relief of

Belgium. Then when the United States entered the war
he returned home and became Food Administrator under

President Wilson. He was made Secretary of Commerce
in President Harding's time, continuing through the Coo-

lidge administration until he was nominated.

He is not an orator and it is said that he lacks the

personal magnetism of such men as Governor Smith.

Governor Smith's life is a little more romantic. He was

born December 30, 1873, which brings him within one

year of Hoover's age, on the third floor of a tenement

near Brooklyn Bridge. His father, who was a truck

driver, was German, his mother Irish.

Al Smith attended a parochial school and was very

popular with his pastors; he was an altar boy from seven

to fourteen. He was fond of taking parts—which were

prominent ones—in church plays, liked to speak before

crowds and was good at recitations.

At the early age of fifteen he was compelled to leave

school to help support the family. His first regular job

was as a ''truck chaser"—drumming up trade for truckmen.

Two years later he became a shipping clerk in an oil

factory. Then he was employed by John Feeny Company
in the Fulton Fish Market at a salary of $12 a week.

His entrance into politics began with his becoming a

subpoena server in the office of the commission of jurors,

in which capacity he served eight years. With Tom
Foley's aid he was elected to the New York Assembly and

served until 1915; in 1911 he was majority leader; in

1913, Speaker of the House. In 1915 he became sheriff

of New York County and in 1917 he became President

of the Board of Aldermen of New York City.

He was elected governor of New York in 1918 and

was the first Catholic to hold that office. He ran again

in 1920, but was defeated in the Republican landslide of

that year. Two years later he became governor for the

second time. There was another Republican landslide in

1924, but notwithstanding this Smith won the governor-

ship.

Some few object to Al Smith because he is not a college-

bred man
;
they say he is not refined enough to be presi-

dent. We wonder. These people seem to forget that

rugged character, Abraham Lincoln, the rail splitter, the

man who fought his way up from a log cabin to the White
House, as Al Smith has fought his way from an East Side

tenement to the governor's chair.

When tossed into the scales, the lack of college breeding

as against other qualifications, would weigh very little. As
a matter of fact, a college-bred man, that is the average

one, is the most impractical man on earth. He cannot

compete with the self-educated man, the man who acquired

his learning through hard knocks in the school of expe-

rience. The college man, however, who has gained his

practical knowledge through experience, naturally shines

as an example.

Such a man is Hoover. A practical man, as shown by

his war record among other things, a fine organizer, he

would make a splendid executive. But in these qualifica-

tions Al Smith is his equal.

At any rate, no matter what the outcome may be, the

nation is safe. With either of these two men in the White
House, the country will not go to the demnition bow-

wows.

Big Union of Building Trades

A union of the building trades, with a membership of

150,000 in New York and vicinity, has just been completed

by William J. McSorley, President of the Building Trades

Department of the American Federation of Labor.

This organization will be known as the Building

Trades Council of New York and Vicinity.

Every building trades union in the greater city will be

represented. This organization is the result of ten years'

labor on the part of Mr. McSorley and his associates in

the building trades department.

The new organization is headed by John Halkett, with

Roswell D. Tompkins as Secretary-Treasurer. Its head-

quarters will be at 152 Third avenue.

Mr. McSorley says that *'it is the first time in more

than a dozen years that all of the trades have been in

one body. This must make for greater efficiency, and for

better cooperation with employing groups."

Given the cleverest and most perfect circumstantial evi-

dence it is likely to be at fault after all, and therefore

ought to be received with caution. Take the case of any

pencil sharpened by a woman; if you have witnesses, you

will find she did it with a knife, but if you take simply

the aspect of the pencil, you will say she did it with her

teeth.

—

Mark Twain,

Dishonesty is often masked as shrewdness.
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Tile— Qood Standard of Ualue
"Not by Frost, Nor by Fire, Nor by Flood, Nor Even

by Time, Are Tiles Destroyed"

By John R. West

Tiles are fashioned of clay and textured in various man-
ners to produce stunning effects. They are burned to an

intense heat to make them durable, colorful and fireproof.

No other material used in constructing the walls and floors

of a home so admirably combines the quaHties of perma-

nence, beauty and safety as does tile, for the fundamental

processes of manufacture produce these desirable factors.

Tile establishes its claim to durability through the uni-

versal and splendid history of centuries-old service in build-

ings and structures of every type known to the civilized

world. Like a great aristocracy it has the mellowing back-

ground and tradition of the ages. It is not something new
just in an experimental period of its usefulness, duraDility

and beauty. It has been tried and was not found want-
ing. It was well known and in great favor when the

master workmen of ancient Greece and Rome gave forth

works of art that have never been surpassed in this or

any other age. Subjected to the fierce ravages of heat and
cold, storm,, wind and time, down through the ages, tile con-

struction has proven to be a bulwark of strength and
safety.

The innumerable color schemes afforded by present-day

tilecraft and the case of obtaining desired effects make it

the most popular medium for expressing beauty and dis-

tinction. Tile is the only medium that in diversity, blend

and versatility can come anywhere near approximating the

present-day American's love of color. This beauty of tex-

ture combined with durability, as evidenced in our subways,

public restaurants, bank foyers, hotel lobbies and passages,

is an outward manifestation of our appreciation of tile as

a national building unit.

The use of tile for providing substantial and attractive

walls and floors is rapidly coming into its own in the home.
A thoroughly flexible material, tile readily adapts itself

to any type of architecture because of its workable unit-

size. Tile made its way from the kitchen to the bathroom,
to the halls, then to the porch and the walks, back again
then to the living room, sun-parlor, then upstairs to the

bedroom and sleeping room, and is gradually usurping the

home throughout. The great favor in which tile was held

in the hospitals, church aisles and passageways, and in places

where cleanliness was the prime requisite, has resulted in

tile creeping into the home in its avalanche fashion. Tile
lends itself most readily to creating striking patterns for

interior wall decorating, particularly in sun rooms, hence
the great demand for its use here. Living room walls are

lined with tile to carry out individual designs in a surpris-

ingly startling manner. This individuality of tile design
in the home counterparts woman's love for individual dress

and finery, hence its great favor here. Tile insures that
the interior wall and floor decorations will never lose their

original beauty and color, and painting, tinting and other
maintenance expenses are forever eliminated. The rich

interior wall and floor tiles stimulate rugs for richness of
color and originality of design, as well as acting as a

counterpart or blend for priceless tapestry and floor cover-

ing.

Outside of the house the use of tile for floors, walks,

steps, pergolas, gate entries and seats are in great favor also,

and justly so. For all outside service it is a most perma-

nent and unfading material which will never crack or

decay. Even under the hardest wear possible tile retains

its original color and texture just as the tile used in the

house.

* Is tile wall and floor construction throughout expensive ?

Of course we accept it as the proper thing for the bathroom
and kitchen, but for the walls and flooring for the rest of

the house does it come within the purse of the average fam-

ily of limited funds? Recent investigations on this subject

have dispelled many false notions. Briefly, the actual dif-

ference, in first cost, between the average-size tile wall and
floor and a similar size wall of ordinary material and a

similar size floor of the usual hardwood is an amount
equivalent to two or three wallpapering and resurfacing

bills for the material other than tile. Considering the sub-

sequent saving in painting, papering, resurfacing and gloss-

ing-over expense, the lower cost of insurance protection, the

high loan and resale values, by reason of the non-deprecia-

tion of tile wall and tile flooring, the tile medium is not

only the least expensive but represents the safest and wisest

investment for the lifetime savings of the family. In this

age of crowded cities and the great influx of people into

the suburban and country districts, quite a distance from
adequate fire protection, or at least excellent fire protection,

this fire hazard is one that must be taken seriously into con-

sideration, not only because of the danger of the physical

loss of property, but because of the greater one of actual

loss of life.

Have you ever stopped to analyze why a vestibule, a liv-

ing room floor, a kitchen or a bathroom were so especially

striking and beautiful? You know they are made of tile

and that tile is attractive and very strong; that it can be
washed and that it does not seem to grow dull. But you
have missed its greatest secret: versatility. Tile molds the

very effects that you find so striking without knowing why.
It comes in a large variety of colors and does things that

no other material can imitate . , . and it is NOT costly.

Have you ever considered the great amount of retouch-

ing and fixing up the home owner has to do to the ordinary

wall and wooden floor in his home. Plaster cracks; paper
fades, polished floors lose their lustre, woodwork becomes
shabby and needs paint ; he can't buy this piece of furniture

that he has set his heart on because it will not blend with
his wall and color scheme; and after a while he takes a

dislike to his surroundings without knowing why. This is

all done away with in the tile wall and flooring. For here
he has the whole spectrum of the rainbow enhanced by a
natural brilliance and sparkle that become greater under
the night artificial lights, and this color and brilliance make
an unbeatable combination and is found only in tile.
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zMental <^ttitudes
Tile Plays an Important Part in

Influencing the Mind
By James S. Scott

A certain captain of industry once remarked that suc-

cess or failure in business is caused more by mental atti-

tude than by mental capacities. Not mental capacities but

mental attitude determines success or failure, whether it

is a giant industry you are organizing or new curtains for

the bedroom window you are choosing.

The man who recognizes a certain stable intelligence, a

sure capacity for accomplishment, even though that capacity

possesses bounds, will undertake a piece of work confi-

dently, finding always that best eflFort put forth always

manages to excel itself. In this way the impossible becomes

possible and the world's work in the home, in business and

industry, in public ofBce goes on.

Man is a susceptible creature and subject to his environ-

ment. The process starts when he is a child and naturally

plays its greatest part in the formative years when the

good and bad exterior influences are greatest, and the

susceptibility is at its best. This is so well known that

educators and expert child welfare workers the world over

throw every possible safeguard mentally and physically

around their charges. Naturally the child cannot tabulate

his reaction to this outside influence and is unable to

clearly reason out emotions or morale. Therefore it is

necessary that the child^s tendencies, that is mentally and

morally, be guided in a proper direction. This guidance

must be continued until he reaches a more matured state

where he can decide questions for himself.

Man's craving for beauty, as exemplified in flowers,

books, music and pictures, is his mute acknowledgment of

this influence of environment. At this stage of life he

realizes their great value, and his eternal quest of beauty

testifies to the hunger ever present in his soul. But all

through life this subtle exterior influence is quietly work-

ing upon his emotions for good or for evil, for mental

strife or mental quiet.

It seems to be now universally accepted that ugly color-

ing in a room can work a man up to almost a state of

frenzy without his being aware of the cause. A brick-red

coloring in the wall design, such as found great favor a

little while back, made places, where it was used, of a most

depressing sort. On the other hand, we know that blue,

white or green are cool and soothing. Note the green

grass, the clear blue sky and the white color tone in the

hospital, a place above all where chromatic possibilities

are taken into consideration. In this connection with color

depression statistics tell us that more suicides occur on

dull, rainy days, when there is an absence of color, than

on pleasant days. And among salesmen it is a well-known

fact that on a rainy day the average salesman will sell 40

per cent less goods than he will on a clear, sunshiny day.

If man has to constantly fight this depression and meet

all the other unpleasant personal relations that he en-

counters in his daily search for a place in the sun, how
important it is then that his home surroundings be of the

pleasantest sort, and how important it is that everything

that contributes to his mental well-being should be zeal-

ously sought.

Into this home atmosphere comes tile with its versatility

and durability. Probably none of the common material

units now in use in wall and floor construction can any-

where approximate tile in range and variety of color com-

binations. In this connection it is pretty well taken for

granted that a newly finished house, built of the ordinary

wall and flooring, is a bleak affair and only becomes a

pleasant ensemble when furniture, books, pictures, floor

coverings and bric-a-brac are added. It is understood that

such additional externals are necessary. While the tile

wall and flooring does not do away wholly with the neces-

sity of added bits of decoration in this form, yet by reason

of its brilliancy and warmth tile lessens the need for so

much added decoration. A great factor of beauty is sim-

plicity, and tile by reason of its brilliancy, permits of a

simple artistic furniture grouping, few in the number of

pieces, that is most pleasing to the eye. When a more pre-

tentious effect is desired, tile with its warmth and vividness

offers the most pleasing chromatic material unit possible.

In the final analysis tile is one of the finest examples of

the American manufacturers' contribution to the artistic

and refreshing atmosphere of the home, as far as that

atmosphere can be created by a non-human element.

True!

He is never late for work by so much as a single

moment.
He never watches the clock.

He doesn't worry himself sick figuring up an ex-

cuse to get to the game.

He hasn't the slightest interest in the girls in the oflftce,

by which his mind might be distracted.

He has never been heard to voice the thought that he

is underpaid for the service he renders.

He never makes useless trips for water, which he doesn't

want, merely to kill a few moment's time.

He is everlastingly at it—work, work without cessation.

He doesn't know when to quit.

He is the boss.

—

Judge,

When a wife wishes she had gone in for a career in-

stead of marriage, you can bet your bottom dollar she

doesn't wish it half as much' as her husband does.

—Cincinnati Enquirer,

S. H. PELLETIER

mSVRAlSlCE

All Kinds

84 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK CITY

Beekman 4540-4541-4542
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Selling Tile fVork on Deferred Payments

An Interview With Robert L. Ducros, Vice-President,.

Southern Tile Co., Inc., of New Orleans, La., Secured

by Russell Raymond Voorhees

The tile business situation in New Orleans has been de-

cidedly bad for some time back. Price has been the deter-

mining factor in fully 90 per cent of the business placed

recently and on top of that has been a business slump so

great that everybody is complaining. But in spite of these

two factors which are about enough to put the pep of

any business man at a pretty low ebb, the firm known as

the Southern Tile Co., Inc., of which Robert L. Ducros is

Vice-President, had been able to keep business going at a

very satisfactory level. How this was done is a most in-

teresting story in modern merchandising as applied to tile

work.
"Although business in general has been bad in New Or-

leans and although price has become the determining fac-

tor in practically all tile work done today we have been

able to keep up a very satisfactory volume of work by

adopting the partial payment plan to our business," says

Mr. Ducros in discussing what his firm did and what hap-

pened. "We started some time ago to use the partial

payment plan and now, after a very thorough test, we
believe it offers much to the tile trade. Not only do we
believe it ofYers much in times of poor business but at all

times.

"Our manner of working is much the same as the method

used by others who have adopted this mode of selling.

We demand a down payment of from thirty per cent to fifty

per cent. On some jobs we will take a little less than the

thirty per cent, but they are rare occasions. It naturally

depends on the job, but thirty per cent is about as low as

we go. The balance, the deferred payments, are covered

by notes extending over a period of from four to twelve

months. We try to clean up the deferred payments within

six to nine months if possible, and in most instances this

can be done. On some of the larger jobs the twelve pay-

ments are necessary, however.

"The price that we quote for a time payment job is

exactly the same as our cash price in every detail with the

The Schilling Press
Incorporated
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single exception that the time payment job carries interest

on the deferred payments. This interest charge is all the

additional that the owner pays. The interest that we
charge is always one per cent more than the normal rate

of interest prevailing at the time. For instance, if the nor-

mal rate of interest is six per cent our charge on the de-

ferred payments covering a job would be seven per cent.

If it were six and one-half per cent our interest charge

would be seven and one-half per cent, and so on.

"In some states it might not be possible to work the

deferred payment plan as we work it here because of the

lien laws. In the State of Louisiana we have a lien law

that gives the contractor a year to file a lien, which, when
filed within that time, is just as valid as if filed within

thirty days. Thus we are protected through the maturity

date of the notes covering the unpaid balance.

"In order to put this over with the people we have ad-

vertised it in newspapers, moving picture theatres and with

direct-by-mail copy.

"Now after giving this deferred payment plan a thorough

trial we have found that it is a positive business-getter

when business is off. Here in New Orleans we have been

up against poor business for some time, and during such

times it is pretty hard to talk tile work to a building

owner. With this deferred payment plan we have been

able to go out and get business despite the conditions.

"In addition to getting business that might under other

conditions be available we have found that it generates

business that might not be available if it were not for the

terms that were offered. There are many building owners

who could well use a tile job in some of their holdings, but

who have no idea of having it done regardless of business

conditions. We have been able to crack some of these

almost impossible jobs with this partial payment plan. The
idea of not being compelled to pay all at the doing of the

job seems to appeal to many owners. And the stretching

of the balance over a period of from four to twelve months
further attracts them.

"Price has been the determining factor in getting tile

work in New Orleans for some time. 1 would say that

fully ninety per cent of the tile business placed in this city

is placed on a price basis. This situation has become so

terrific that the margin of profit has all but disappeared.

It has been our experience that going out after business on
a partial payment plan relegates the price question to the

background. In fact, price isn't discussed at all in the

majority of such solicitation. For the old question of price

and what we will charge for the job we have substituted a

new subject, terms. We can emphasize the fact that the

owner is paying no more for a partial payment job than

if he paid all cash. Invariably this finishes the question

of cost. The rest of the sales talk is centered around terms
and the quality of work. It has been a revelation to me
to see how price has been lost sight of in getting work on
the time payment basis.

{Continued on page 14)
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Interior Decoration
There is no material so admirably suited to adorning

the interior of a house as tile. Wall effects may be any-

thing desired
;
pictures of beautiful flower gardens

;
birds,

animals; landscapes or seascapes, or just plain colors, with,

of course, the natural variation in shading, as appears

upon a leaf of nature's foliage.

There are many points of advantage in the use of tile

in interiors that no other material can claim. One of

these strong points is that it is absolutely fireproof, which
gives an added security to your home; then again it is

everlasting—long after the house has crumbled into ruins,

the tile will be there just as sound as the day it was
installed.

Decorative Tile Used on Corridor Floors afid Fountain,

A Tiled Conveyance
On a recent arrival the Atlantic Transport liner brought

in a strange conveyance, designed by Melville Hart for

an American millionaire to be used on hunting trips in the

Rocky Mountains.

The vehicle is divided into four compartments, consist-

ing of a salon containing convertible sleeping berths, a gun
room, a bathroom with shower and decorated with blue

and white tile, also a fully equipped kitchen.

What housekeeper does not dread housecleaning? Car-
pets to be taken up and beaten; mats and rugs to be

cleaned; portieres to be taken down and treated likewise;

woodwork to be scrubbed, etc., etc. What about the floors

and walls where tile is used? The only thing necessary

is to run a damp cloth over the surface and your floor or

wall is as clean as it was at first.

No, there is no material so well adapted to decorative

purposes in the house as tile. Remember it lasts always,

is perfectly sanitary and absolutely fireproof.

Below are some photos showing the use of decorative

tile in homes.

Decorati've Tile Used in Interior of Modern Home,

A Chestnut
Willie (reading from his first reader)

—"Here—is—a

—

warm—doughnut—step on it."

Teacher (sternly)
—

*'Read that again!"

Willie
—"Here—is—-a—warm—doughnut—step on it."

Teacher takes the book and reads : "Here is a worm,
do not step on it."
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Fountain of Decorative Tile.

Patio Seat and Fountain in Decorative Tile,

A New Geyser in Yellowstone

Yellowstone Park has treated itself to a new geyser,

which is believed to be one of the largest in the world.

The new geyser gushes forth twice in every twenty-four

hours from a crater 100 feet wide, 120 feet long and 8

feet deep, throwing a stream of water seventy-five feet

high. The stream sometimes reaches a height of 100 feet

and when it reaches this height loud explosions occur every

few seconds.

^ualita Intrinische e Tregi

T>el Tile

Tradotto da Mr. Frank Machera, Manager Empire Bronx

Branch,

ScRiTTo DA Mr. John R. West

Dei materiali usati nella costruzione delle pareti e dei

pavinienti delle case, nessuno piu ammirevolmente del Tile

combina le qualita della durabilita, del bello, e della sicu-

rezza assieme. Dette qualita sono un diretto prodotto dei

processi fondamentali impiegati nella manufattura del Tile,

e cioe: la scelta delle crete piu appropriate, la varia tes-

situra per ottenere svariati effetti, ed un grado di cottura

negli alti forni che sia meglio indicato a rendere V articolo

a prova di fuoco.

Iiinumerevoli costruzioni e fabbricati di origine secolare-

molti diruti, ma molti altri tuttora intatti e nel loro

pristine splendore-attestano in maniera assolutamente in-

confutabile la proprieta di durabilita del Tile.
^
Le grandi

opere d' arte dell' antica Grecia e dell' antica Ro'ma, maisu-

perate nelle successive civilta sono ancora oggi eloquenti

testimoni di una meravigliosa resistenza contro le feroci

razzie del caldo e del freddo, delle tempeste e degli uragani,

deir opera distruttrice dei secoli.

Oggidi la passione di noi Americani per il bello nelle

sue manifestazioni di colori e di disegni trova espressione

nel sempre piu crescente uso del Tile per essere questo

appunto r articolo meglio ad atto ad ottenere tanti e tanti

effetti di varieta e di tono. Infatti, noi troviamo

il Tile adoperat-o nei Subways e nei Restaurants, nei Foyers

degli Hotels ed in quelli delle Banche-nelle Chiese. Negli

Ospedali poi, dove nettezza e pulizia sono primi requisiti,

il Tile regna sovrano incontrastato. E cosi ancora, se in

principio il Tile veniva limitato alia Cucina, e poi alia

Camera da Bagno, e piu tardi alia Camera d' Ingresso,

e poi ancora ai Corridoi ed alle Verande, oggi invade

tutta la casa dalla Camera da Pranzo alia Camera da Letto.

In disegni squisitamente artistici il Tile ha oggi vinto e

soppiantato in modo definitive i tappeti e le pareti di una
volta eliminando al tempo istesso gravose spese di man-
tenimento e di rifornimento. Se e vero, pertanto, che la

spesa iniziale di un pavimento o di una parete di Tile
e maggiore di quella dei materiali finora usati, e altresi

vero che la durabilita'di bellezza e di colore del Tile e

infinitamente superiore.

Inoltre, data questa durabilita, il valore ipotecario e di

vendita di una casa cresce in proporzione diretta della

quantita di Tile usato nella sua costruzione. Ognuno sa,

infine, che il premio delle assicurazioni contro; gli incendi

e niinimo grazie alia proprieta non inflammabile dei Tile.

Passenger (finding one black and one tan shoe under

his berth in the morning) : "Porter, what are these shoes

doing here?"

Porter (bewildered): *'Well, if dat don't beat all!

Dat's de second time dat's happened dis mawnin'."

—Southern Golf Magazine,
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The Kitchen

Too many neglect the kitchen. It surely cannot be that

they think this room is of less importance than the others.

If so, they are making a serious mistake. The food eaten

to sustain life is prepared there, and, consequently, upon

the sanitation of the kitchen depends the health of the

entire family.

Wooden floors are not sanitary; neither is linoleum.

The former absorbs particles of grease and food that will

be dropped at times and so attracts various insects. Then

the boards will decay with time and have to be replaced

;

the latter, linoleum, soon wears and scuffs up, leaving

pockets to receive this same refuse. Not only that, but dust

and dampness collect beneath it which hastens the decay

of the floor, if of wood. Tile is the only fit flooring for

the kitchen. Walls and ceiling should also be of tile. As

in the case of the bathroom, the heat and moisture from

the steam in cooking affects plastering and it becontfes un-

sightly very soon. If it is painted over, the same thing

occurs again in a short time, while w^ith tile, the simple

passing over it of a damp cloth restores its original bright-

ness and beauty. You can't soil tile.

The sink is a very important part of the kitchen. There

should be no w^ood about it to form feeding and nesting

grounds for vermin. The sink should be tiled; then it be-

comes thoroughly sanitary and very attractive. See how

much more attractive the tiled sinks shown in the illustra-

tion are than the ordinary one of wood or zinc and, best

of all, they are absolutely sanitary.

Designed by C. Friderichsen

Tile your kitchen with Empire tile—there is none better.

Nine "B's"

Be pleasant—the voice with the smile wins.

Be reserved— a clattering tongue is dangerous.

Be cautious—don't experiment.

Be solvent^—save a little every day.

Be a worker—drones have no honey.

Be open-hearted, open-minded, open-handed.

Be respectful—the world was here before you came.

Believe in yourself—you're all right.

Believe in your fellow man—he's all right.

—Anonymous,

Selling Tile Work on Deferred

Payments
{Continued from page 9)

"Possibly 1 can give a tell-tale picture of w^hat this par-

tial payment has done for us by quoting a few percentages.

Our business for the first three months of 1928 was twenty-

five per cent better than the business we did in the first

three months of 1927, although there was no great differ-

ence in the two periods. Of the business that we did in

the first three months of 1928 fully thirty-five to forty per

cent of it has been of the part payment variety. This gives

a pretty good idea of how this idea has developed for us.

*'Taken all together I have found that the partial pay-

ment plan when applied to tile work breaks down con-

siderable sales resistance. It gets the business when nothing

else will and, more than that, it eliminates the question of

price, providing, of course, that the price asked is not with-

out reason. We have had very, very few requests for ex-

tensions of notes. In practically every instance the notes

have been met at maturity and without any following up.

We use a regular promissory note, which we place with the

bank for collecting.

"The partial payment plan as applied to tile work has

proven so successful with us that I see no reason why it

cannot be used by others in the trade. It possesses many
advantages and no disadvantages, as far as I have been

able to find out."

A murder is committed every forty minutes in these

United States; it is perhaps a mere coincidence that it is

also the length of the usual after-dinner speech.

—

Cincin-

nati Enquirer,

WANTED—Good, live sales and adver-

tising manager, preferably one ac-

quainted with tile business or architec-

ture or home building. Must be steady,

sober and a live wire, reliable in every

way. An A-1 connection is open to the

right man. Must be willing to live in

New York. State age, experience, and

salary wanted. Address Sales Man-
ager, care TILE TALK, 507 West 33d

Street, New York City.

Why Worry?
The worry cow would have lived till now

If she hadn't lacked the breath;

She thought the hay wouldn't last all day,

So choked herself to death.

"May I have this fox trot?"

"Sure thing, kiddo. Do you slink or jiggle?"

—Annapolis Log,
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Side Lights on the History of Tile

How old is tile? When did ft first come into use?
Who first discovered how to mold and harden clay into

this most useful and beautiful building material?

The answers to these questions are dimmed in antiquity.

We dig and delve and the earth discloses its secrets, one by
one, and gives up evidences of long past ages and civiliza-

tions, but as to some queries it remains grimly mute.

Still our digging and excavating have revealed that tile

was made and used 5,000 years or more before Chfist
came to visit us, and that it was fashioned by nearly every

race that ever lived upon the globe. Doctor Petrie speaks

of pottery as the ^'commonest relic in all countries."

Of the potter's art in history we have examples of

Babylonian and Assyrian, Egyptian, Grecian, Roman,
Hispano-Moresque, Indian, Roman-British, Persian,

Rhodian, Saracenic, Turkish, Chinese, etc., etc., etc. •

One of history's important examples of the potter's art

is to be found in the inscribed baked-clay tablets of Baby-
lonia and Assyria. There afe thousands of these terra-

cotta documents that record the daily life of 2,500 to 5,000
years ago. Some of these inscriptions are the royal letters

of Babylonian and Assyrian kings; some are court decrees,

deeds of land, histories, tables of arithmetic, hymns, spelling

books, vocabularies and business accounts, dating into the

past for 2,300 years and sometimes further. In the British

Museum is one of these tablets inscribed with a letter from

Tushratta, King of Mitani, to Amenophis III, King of

Egypt, about B.C. 1450. These tablets were used by the

ancients as we use paper and parchment. Were it not for

these tablets much of ancient history would be entirely

lost. And what shall we say of the coming ages? What
vast amount of knowledge of our civilization will be lost

to future civilizations by the use of perishable material

such as paper for records ?

One authority seems to think that the art of glazed

wares and the mode of fabrication spread from the Baby-

lonian and Assyrian kingdoms or from Egypt to surround-

ing countries. Sir George Birdwood says in effect that

Babylonia is entirely a creation of the potter.

Babylonia is an ancient province to the south of Meso-

potamia in Southwest Asia. It was a powerful empire,

distinguished for its magnificence and love of learning.

Its capital, after 2300 B.C. was Babylon, situated on the

Euphrates River, south of the present city of Bagdad.

But of more interest is the history of Ancient Egypt,

so far as tile itself is concerned. In ancient Egypt indica-

tions have been found of glazed tilework dating as far

back as 5000 years B.C. A small tenoned tile from

Naquada, of the first dynasty, B.C. 4700, was found, which

is an example of the primitive period. This tile was cov-

ered with a fine turquoise-blue glaze of a very lively tint,

the body consisted of a vesicular glanular substance, likely

highly siliceous, it is said, and slightly friable.

Another example of glazed tile of the first dynasty is

a ribbed-face tenon tile about 5^ inches long, with a sup-

posedly similar width when whole. Its glaze is of tur-

quoise of pale greenish tone with dovetailed tenon; a hole

is perforated in the back of the tile through which a wire

could be passed for attaching to the wall. The body is

white granular, semi-vitrescent.

Abydos is another site which has yielded specimens of

glazed tile or decorative faience and some wall tile, which
were discovered by Doctor Petrie. Explorers also found
tiles of glaze for wall coverings. This all goes to show
the use of tile for building purposes was usual thousands
of years ago, as was also the art of glazing.

Dr. Samuel Birch some fifty years ago wrote, referring

to ancient Egyptian porcelain

:

''One of the earliest instances of its application is to

decorate the jambs of an inner door of the pyramid at

Sakkarah, in the style of the chimney-pieces plated with
Dutch tiles which were in fashion about half a century
ago. The tiles are two inches long by one inch broad, and
almost an eighth of an inch thick. Some are of a bright
blue color, slightly convex on the exterior, having a plate

behind, which was perforated horizontally, and was let

into a layer of plaster—a wire having been probably run
through the tiles to secure them to the jamb."

Professor Maspero says that one of the chambers in

the Step pyramid at Sakkarah up to the beginning of the
nineteenth century yet retained its mural decorations of

glazed ware. For three-fourths of the wall surface it was
covered with green tiles, oblong in shape, flat at the back;
and slightly convex on the face. A square tenon pierced
through with a hole large enough to receive a wooden
rod, served to fix them together in horizontal rows. The
three rows which frame in the doorway are inscribed with
the tiles of Zeser, a Pharaoh who belonged to the third

Mephite dynasty.

There are several specimens of these tiles in the British

Museum which are spoken of as "beautiful blue-glazed

faience,"

Professor Maspero also says that "the fabrication of

many-colored enamels seems to have attained its greatest

development under Khuenaten; at all events it was at

Tell el Amarna that I found the brightest and most deli-

cately fashioned specimens, such as yellow, green, and violet

rings, blue and white fleurettes, fish, lutes, figs and bunches

of grapes."

This was of the period from 1500 to 1400 B.C.
Doctor Petrie made excavations at Tell el Amarna in

1891 and found painted stucco pavements of the palace.

From^this pavement arose columns to support the roof.

On the walls were glazed tiles and on the west side,

scattered along the great hall of columns, fragments of

green tiles with daisies and thistles were found. There
were probably more than 200 feet of this tile dado inlaid

with violet thistles and white daisies. The evidence, con-

sisting of pieces of tile with water pattern, lotus, birds

and fishes, shows that tiled floors also existed in this palace.

Doctor Petrie also found here the site of two large glazing

works.

He says in speaking of his discoveries: *'We can now
trace almost every stage and detail of the mode of manu-
facture. We are already familiar with its fruits made by

the Egyptians from the twelfth dynasty onward for color-

ing purposes . . . and we know that the components

were silica, lime, alkaline carbonate and copper carbonate,

varying from 3 per cent in delicate greenish blue up to

20 per cent in rich purple blue. The green tints are always
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produced if iron be present ; and it is difficult, if not impos-

sible, to obtain silica from sand without the iron in it

preventing the blues being produced. One of the first

requisites, therefore, is to obtain the elements of the mix-

ture free from iron. How this could be done was quite

unknown until I picked up a piece of a pan of frit, which

had been broken in the furnace and rejected before it was

combined. This showed clearly through the mass the

chips of white silica; and from their form they were

clearly the result of crushing the quartz pebbles which are

to be found on the surface of the desert, having been rolled

down by the Nile from the disintegration of the primitive

rocks further south. . . . The lime, alkali and copper

had combined already, and the silica was in the course of

solutions and combination with alkali and lime.

"The carbonic acid in the lime and alkali had been partly

liberated by the dissolved silica and had raised the mass

into a spongy paste. With longer continued heating, the

silica in ordinary samples has entirely disappeared and

formed a mixture of more or less silicates. These made a

pasty mass when kept at temperatures required to produce

the fine colors; and this mass was then molded into pats,

and toasted in the furnace until the desired tint was

reached by the requisite time and heat, and a soft (^ystalline

porous friable cake of color was produced."

Another article on the history of tile will appear in a

'forthcoming number of this magazine.

How about your bathroom? Have you merely tiled the

floor? Don't stop there. Use tile on the walls. Every-

thing about the bathroom should be moisture proof and

vitreous tile is absolutely immune to moisture. Tile your

bathroom throughout with Empire tile.

Quite an Infant

Between 13,000,000,000 and 80,000,000,000 years is the

age of the earth, according to the Rev. F. A. Tondorf,

director of the Seismological Observatory of Georgetown

University.

P. CAMPIGLIA, Mgr. Phone—Spring 9783

New York Trucking Co,

Auto Truck Service

EXCLUSIVE TO TILE
TRADE

PROMPT, EFFIQENT SERVICE

22 MORTON ST. Cor. SEVENTH AVE.

do bate to play cards with a bad loser, don't you?"

''Oh, I don't know. I'd rather play with a bad loser

than any kind of winner."

—

Ghost,

The

Bath'O'Mizer
for

HOME, HEALTH AND
SANITATION

An economical electric machine
supplying instantly air pressure

or suction. Finely atomized spray

or vacuum massage. It permits

of spraying the nose, mouth and
teeth and passages of the head
with germ-destroying solutions,

relieving colds, influenza, hay
fever, catarrh, etc. Should be in

every home.

Sold only by the manufacturer

C. M. SoRENSEN Co., Inc.

444 JacksonAve.,Long Island City,N.Y.
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Tiling the Sirup Room
{From an article in National Bottlers' Gazette)

Attempts to secure immaculate cleanliness in the soft

drink bottling plant, and particularly in the sirup-making

department where the ingredients from bottled carbonated

beverages are prepared and stored, prior to use in the filling

machines, have led bottlers to consider many ways of suit-

ably equipping their establishments. This applies to the

sirup room. Such materials should provide smooth sur-

faces which are easy to clean, durable, unaflected by any

ingredient with which they are apt to come into contact

and—last but not least—economical and sanitary.

In surveying the field of floor and wall-facing materials

for the bottling plant, tile has come in for no little atten-

tion on the part of many progressive bottlers. It will

therefore be well worth while to analyze whether and

under what conditions the soft drink plant can afford to

use tile for floors and walls in the sirup-making and bottling

departments.

Tile is completely heat resistant and fireproof. This,

taken in connection with the fact that it is non-absorbent,

makes it completely sanitary, because there are no cracks

or crevices to lodge dirt, vermin and germs, and further-

more there is no absorption and no odor. The smooth,

glazed surface facilitates cleaning and reduces this opera-

tion to the minimum of time and expense.

Water, sirup, color solutions, acids, alkalies, etc., do

not affect tile, nor are they absorbed by it. If any of

these substances are spilled on a tiled floor or splashed

against a tile wall, they remain on the surface and do not

soak in. It is a simple matter to mop up the spilled

material, and no stain or wet place is left. . Thus the floors

and walls can be kept clean and spotless, by simply mopping

and wiping them with a wet mop and cloth, and then

drying them with a dry mop. As time, labor and materials

devoted to cleaning cost money, anything that tends to

reduce any or all of these items is a saving.

The sirup room is one of the most important places in

the modern bottling plant, in fact—in some respects—the

most important. As all sirups—simple and flavored—are

compounded in the sirup room, it is here that the danger

of contamination with its resulting spoilage is greatest.

Sanitation is, of course, necessary to the entire plant,

but the sirup-making department calls for especial care,

both because of the nature of the work done there and the

materials handled, and also because it is the place that

receives the strictest inspection from health officials and

visitors to the plant. Moreover, tile has the quality of

reflecting light without glare, and this feature is highly

important in the sirup room. Good light is very necessary

for proper working conditions and for good sanitation.

These facts should be borne in mind when selecting

materials for constructing or remodeling the sirup-making

department. Tile would seem to be an ideal material

for this purpose, because it is durable, beautiful and sani-

tary. Now, how about its cost?

This first cost for installation is higher for tile than for

any other material. But that cost is the whole cost. There

is no upkeep or maintenance expense where tile is used.

When one considers that this first cost is practically the

entire cost, that there will be no repair or painting bills,

and that cleaning costs are reduced to a minimum, the

expenditure would seem to be reasonable. In other words,

tile will last as long as the plant.

Besides, there is the satisfaction of knowing that one's

sirup room is always in perfect sanitary condition.

It is logical to assume that tile will come to be used

more and more in bottling plants, because of its many
advantages, just as has been the case in plants producing

other food products.

Don't neglect your kitchen. See that the floor and walls

are tiled. It will save the housewife much worry and

trouble in keeping the room clean and sanitary. It will

also do away with such pests as the roach, the rat, etc.

Use Empire tile.

Jenks: ''Say, Gottrocks, what became of that expensive

landscape gardener vou used to have? Wasn't he any

good?"
Gottrocks: "Fine. He knew his business, but he got to

coming only every few days; then he got to where he'd

walk in, look casually around and leave, maybe not coming

back again for several days. I let it go and said nothing,

but when he got to where he didn't come at all, just sent

his card, I felt kind of justified in firing him."

Great truths are portions of the soul of man;

Great souls are portions of Eternity.

—

Lowell.

WANTED—Good, live sales and advertis-

ing manager, preferably one acquainted

with tile business or architecture or home
building. Must be steady, sober and a

live wire, reliable in every way. An
A-1 connection is open to the right man.

Must be willing to live in New York.

State age, experience and salary wanted.

Address Sales Manager, care TILE
TALK, 507 West 33d Street, New York
City.

THEO S. WOOD
Certified

Public Accountant

3522 Grand Central Terminal

New York

Practice before the

United States Board of Tax Appeals

Tblephonb Vanierbilt 2929
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The Jirst Heavier-Than-

^ir Jlying Machine

The world has been interested in aerial navigation for

ages, but that interest has increased as time passed until

now it seems to be at fever heat. The enthusiasm over

flying was given a big boost, as a matter of course, by

Lindbergh^s magnificent feat of flying all alone over the

Atlantic Ocean,

But with the quickened interest and the enthusiasm

aroused, sight is not being lost of the pioneers in aviation.

The Wrights come in for their share of the honors. Now
the plane that made the first successful flight through the

air—in 1903—built by Wilbur and Orville Wright, has

been loaned by Orville to the South Kensington Museum in

London, for five years, where it will occupy an honored

place as an exhibit. It seems a pity that this historic ma-

chine should leave the country even for that comparatively

short period, but thereby hangs a tale.

The flight made in 1903, at Kitty Hawk, N. C, was

made in a Wright-built biplane, with a gasoline motor at-

tached. It was not until 1905 that the two brothers made
their first really successful flight, the one at Kitty Hawk
being but a few yards, while the one of 1905, ne^ Day-

ton, Ohio, was of 24 miles, at a speed of 38 miles an hour ;

insignificant indeed compared with present-day achieve-

ments, but nevertheless a step forward.

Now, Samuel Pierpont Langley, who was for many
years Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, had also

been interested in navigating the air, even before the Wright
Brothers made their experiments. A motor-driven aero-

drome made by him sustained a flight of one and a half

minutes, in 1896, the length of time for which it was
supplied with fuel and water. But it is to be noted that

this machine carried no pilot. It weighed only about

thirty pounds. Langley later on made a more practicable

machine, which he thought would be able to carry one

man. It was never flown by him. Years later, after

Langley's death, Glenn Curtiss put a powerful motor in

Langley's machine, and made a successful flight with it near

Hammondsport, N. Y.

This machme was finally placed in the Smithsonian In-

stitution and labeled with words conveying the meaning
that it was the first heavier-than-air machine capable of

sustained flight with a passenger. Naturally this started

a controversy, and the controversy is still going on, Or-
ville Wright desired to place the machine that was flown

at Kitty Hawk in the Smithsonian Institution, but refused

to do so unless the placard was removed from the Langley

machine, or the wording changed, maintaining that it was
historically incorrect. The outcome was the lending of

the machine to the South Kensington Museum at London.

Naturally, all Americans wish that this controversy be

settled and the Wright plane be brought back here, where
it belongs.

They never taste who always drink;

Thev always talk who never think.

—

Matthew Prior.

What Others Are Saying
Eighty-two cents out of every dollar we pay in Federal

taxes goes for war. That leaves 18 cents for Congress to

fight over.

—

Washington Herald.

Automobile liability insurance may be made compulsory
in Quebec, thus removing the last reason why one should

not run down pedestrians.

—

Hamilton Spectator.

The perfect alibi: ''You see, judge, just as I hit the

fellow I had turned around toward the back seat to get

further instructions from my wife,"

—

Florida Times-Union.

Marriage is the only life sentence that is suspended by
bad behavior.

—

Louisville Times.

A one-eyed gunman has an advantage. He doesn't have
to take time to close the other one while aiming.

—

Florence

Herald,

In these days a murderer is crazy if he doesn^t plead

insanity.

—

Arkansas Gazette.

Two centenarians died in Chicago the other day, the

explanation being that they spent most of their lives else-

where.

—

Detroit News.

A new invention shows radio listeners the broadcaster in

action. But it still is impossible to heave anything at him.
-

—

Minneapolis JournaL

It has been charged that scientists lack a sense of prac-

tical values, and we are tempted to believe it. At the

University of Wisconsin the genetics department gloated

over producing a goat with six horns. Important, no doubt,

but why didn't they try to produce, for instance, a hog
with six hams?-

—

Pathfinder.

War is preferable to listening to Senate speeches,

—

Vice-

President Dawes.

Colonel Lindbergh would be wise to keep in the air dur-

ing the greater part of leap year.

—

Minneapolis JournaL

Edison says he can grow rubber on tobacco plantations.

Some users are convinced they are doing it now.

—

Waterloo

Tribune.

It may be necessary soon for pedestrians to take tests be-

fore they will be permitted to cross the street.

—

Albany

News.

No pedestrian has to be told that this is Leap Year.

—

Wichita Eagle.

There's this difference: An outlaw frankly robs you of

money; an in-law promises to pay it back.

—

Santa Barbara

Neivs.

Who ever expected to see the day when a man would

scold his wife for dropping ashes on his office floor?

—

Stamford Advocate.
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To Study the Calusa Indians

Readers of history will remember that Ponce de Leon
when, in 1513, about to land on the coast of Florida was
attacked by eighty canoes of Indians and, after an all-day

battle, de Leon was compelled to withdraw. These
Indians were the Calusa. Now a Smithsonian expedition

under Henry B. Collins, Jr., is going to Florida in search

of information concerning this tribe.

The Calusa Indians dominated southern Florida for

centuries. They were mound builders and had acquired

large amounts of gold from the wrecks of Spanish vesseis.

After a massacre of Europeans who were so unfortunate as

to be shipv/recked, these Indians promptly made a meal of

the bodies. They were still mercilessly slaying and
plundering the crews of all vessels, except the Spanish,

that stranded anywhere convenient to them for two cen-

turies after the landing of Ponce de Leon.

They were daring fighters, expert fishermen, and bold

seamen, according to the United States Bureau of Ethnol-
ogy. Captives were made human sacrifices. They scalped

and dismembered their slain enemies. The evidence of the

mounds goes to show that they were given to cannibalism.

Except for two or three words and a few place names,
we have no record of their language and little information
concerning their culture. By excavating some of the Ca-
lusa mounds in southwestern Florida, the Smithsonian ex-

pedition hopes to throw some light on the history of these

people.

The Price of a Sneeze
Some things, while tragic for some one or more, are

very amusing. A sneeze is considered a harmless sort of

thing, yet a sneeze cost an architect quite a sum of money.
The noted dramatist, Henri Bernstein, is very fond of

quiet. The noise of Paris bothered Mr. Bernstein con-

siderably, so he decided to have his apartment sound-proof.

He contracted with an architect to so construct an apart-

ment for him, and while the work was in progress Mr.
Bernstein rented a room at a hotel, at the same time rent-

ing the room above and the one below him to keep from
being annoyed by the sounds of any one who might have

occupied them. This was somewhat expensive and the

dramatist's stay at the hotel cost him $4,000.

The architect's bill did not suit Mr. Bernstein, as it

set up twice the contract s price for extras, and so an argu-

ment ensued. While they were arguing there suddenly

came through the walls of this **sound-proof" apartment

the report of a sneeze
—

'^Kerchoo!"

Mr. Bernstein carried the matter into court. He not

only won his case, but the court compelled the architect

to pay a part of Bernstein's hotel bill.

Sign in a Shoemaker's Shop
flTo trust is to bust,

To bust is hell.

No trust, no bust.

No bust, no hell.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
From Survey of Current Business

Year and Month

CONTRACTS AWARDED

UNITED STATES
(36 States)

CAN-
ADA

Commercial Industrial Residential Educational
Public and
semipublic

Public
works
and

utilities

Total Total

Thous. Thous. Thous. Thous. Thous. Thous. Thous. Thous. Thous. Thous. Thous. Thous. Thousands of
sq. ft. dolls. sq. ft. dolls. sq. ft. dolls. sq. ft. dolls. sq. ft. dolls. dolls. sq. ft. dollars

1926
September 14,171 95.352 6,290 48.836 40,183 219.910 4,588 32,953 6,303 56.825 90.652 71,897 544,528 20,760
October... 11441 61,219 6,613 45,740 41.814 218,982 3,404 23.076 5,768 49,837 100.512 69.316 499,366 43,384
November. 9,616 56,403 6,613 64,552 41.691 223,305 4,562 33,535 5,181 46,782 49.122 68,049 473,700 34,972
December... 9,856 69 ,634 5,941 47,139 37.033 199,483 2,812 21,912 5,587 63,357 118,583 61,631 520,107 13,725

1927
January 10,037 77,829 3,721 27,134 29.757 160,029 2.329 16.675 3.266 31,625 53,638 50,568 368.930 16.772
February. 8.799 65,937 4,237 40,381 31,025 158,004 2,967 21.842 4,760 45.765 49,358 52,348 381.286 . 19.517
March 14.712 106.925 6,239 47,560 47,938 240,312 5,475 35,413 7,569 63,948 101,717 82,827 595.874 17,466
April. _ 12,259 78.084 9.187 40.032 47,731 259,841 4,515 34,326 5,582 58,227 113,246 79,722 583,766 38,582

May 12,499 69.183 6,062 42.869 38.228 212,500 5,136 33,655 7,957 67,334 105,220 70,580 530,762 46.758
June 12,395 82,543 5,541 32,985 42.038 233,193 5,374 40,568 8,465 75.479 147,343 75,231 612,111 52,229
July 12,485 81,130 5,484 29,043 34,803 180.840 5.207 35,006 6,465 52.326 135,581 65,182 513,926 50.881
August.„ 10.880 73,698 5,839 40,047 39,354 201.743 5.784 40,144 7,310 61.951 117.053 69,863 534,639 29.881

September....- 9,723 56,938 5.453 48.052 38,046 196,501 4,114 28,344 6.810 52,742 123,254 64,858 505,830 32,788
October 11,821 77,726 5,544 50,370 45,608 236,870 4,103 29.699 6,393 48,555 105.932 73,765 549,152 47,135
November..... 7.451 41.893 6,382 49,203 41.002 207.308 4.477 30.642 6,014 45,744 68,716 66,560 443,506 30,260
December. 9.082 85,286 4,406 27.938 38,747 202,447 3,582 22,480 4,381 35,823 90.194 60,889 464,167 36,682

1928
January 10,803 65.981 4,412 34,833 37,516 186,904 3.380 22.854 3,955 30.055 69,676 P0,271 410,535 20.480
February 9.084 51,564 5,384 31,716 42.548 232,574 3.071 18,232 4,855 53,803 56,134 65,137 444,023 25,875March „ 10.826 69,490 6,940 48,068 54,582 266.069 5,209 33,255 6,385 49,454 106.511 84,266 572,847 22,946
April 13,896 80,514 10,834 83,208 55.281 269,325 5,071 31,829 5,941 45,900 113,746 91.222 624,523 56,346

May. 14.316 87,162 6.020 31.627 56,655 280.292 6,960 46,073 6,063 33,503 144,738 91,693 641,395 70,664
June 13,982 90,914 10,523 57,464 52,030 250.818 6,978 43.787 7.192 56,605 124.636 90,971 624,224 59,926
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THE BRIGHT SIDE
Handy Man

She
—

**Does it make any difference on which side I sit?"

He—*'No. I'm ambidextrous."

—

Pointer.

Never Mind the Hooks
Wife (putting on fancy dress)

—
"Oh, bother! They

haven't put enough hooks on this costume."

Husband
—

''Never mind—there'll be plenty of eyes on

it."

—

London Opinion.

''I love the waitress,"

Says Andrew Hays,

"Because she has such

Fetching ways."

Florida Times Union,

Needs a Shoe-Horn
Barnum—*Too bad about that lion tamer, isn't it?"

Bailey—''How's that?"

Barnum—-"He's so swelled up over his press notices

that he can't get his head into the lion's mouth."

—

Col-

lege Humor,

Mother—"Why, Bobby, I'm ashamed of you—to be

fighting with your little cousin. I thought you loved

Stephen."

Bobby
—"Why, of course, I love him, 'cause he's my

cousin, but I don't like him one bit."

—

Boston Transcript.

''Drink Hearty"

A Los Angeles patrolman had brought in a negro wom-
an somewhat the worse for w^ear, and the desk sergeant

with his very best scowl, roared

:

"Liza, you've been brought in for intoxication!"

"Dat's fine!" beamed Liza. "Boy,'^ou can start right

now."

—

Los Angeles Times,

He—"Do you indulge greatly in terpsichorean art?"

She
—

"Oh, why bother about such things. Let's dance."

-Passing Show (London),

A Difference

Granddaughter (being lectured)—"I seem to have

heard that the girls of your period 'set their caps' at men."

Disapproving Grandmother
—"But not their knee-caps."

—Humorist (London).

Sounds Familiar

As soon as day begins to dawn
The meadow lark starts singing

;

As soon as evening comes, a star

—

The angel's lamp—starts swinging;

As soon as I am in the tub

The telephone starts ringing!
—California Pelican,

Ready
Dumb—"You look good enough to eat.'*

Dora—"O. K. Where'll w^e eat ?"—M^^/er.

Cramped Quarters

"Is your kitchen small?"

"Is it? Why, it's so small we have to use condensed

milk."

—

Purple Cow,

Economical
Mother

—
"Junior, you didn't wash your face this morn-

ing."

Efficiency Expert's Little Boy—"I heard you say we

were going to have grapefruit for breakfast,"^

—

Life,

Earned the Right

"Here, young man, you shouldn't hit that boy when

he's down."
"Gwan! What d'yer think I got him down fer?"—

Blue Gaitor,

Weil-Dressed Cow
She was accused by one dignified housewife of having

milked a cow clad in pink step-ins.

—

New York Evening

Journal,

Odd Jobs

She (to odd-job man)—"I want you this morning to

double-dig the kitchen garden, saw down the old tree in

the corner, chop it into suitable sizes for lighting fire, clean

out the two sheds, overhaul the mowa'ng machine, and

thoroughly wash and comb Fluffy."

Odd-Job Man—"And to fill up the mornin', shall I 'op

into the 'ouse 'n' give yer a 'and with yer crochet?"—

Christian Advocate,

Auntie: "Do you ever play with bad little boys,

Willie?"

Willie: "Yes, Auntie."

Auntie: "I'm surprised. Why don't you play with good

little boys?"

Willie: "Their mamas won't let me."

—

Answers,

He did not smoke. He did not drink. He did not

swear. He did not gamble. He did not bet on ball games

or horse races.

He was an oyster.

Traffic Cop: "What's your name?'*

Truck Driver: "It's on the side of me wagon."

Cop (trying to read the name) : "It's obliterated."

Driver "Yer a liar! It's O'Brkn,''—Sample Case,

Store Manager—"They say brunettes have sweeter dis-

positions than blondes."

Clerk
—

"Well, my wife's been both and I can't see any

difference."

A Job for the Plumber
Mae : "Bill can't come. He*s in the hospital. Some one

stepped on his pipe during the game."

Belle: "I don't see how that would make him have to

go to the hospital."

Mae: "It was his windpipe."

—

N. Y. State Lion.
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Color in Architecture

Why does everyone like color,? Color certainly has a

great influence, more than many think, upon our lives and

moods. Without color existence would he a drab and

dreary thing. Any monotony, sameness, palls, then be-

comes unbearable. It is said that there is more insanity

in a monotonous climate than anywhere else.

We admire flowers because of their coloring, not for

their perfume alone. Carrying the colors they do, they

are things of beauty, pleasing to the taste for the beautiful

things in nature. A flower without fragrance may be

beautiful and appealing, but a flower with fragrance and

no color would not be so appealing.

A garden of roses all pure white would be a beautiful

sight, but only by contrast. If the background or sur-

roundings were not of other shades, such a garden would

be dull.

In the variety of hues and shades of color lies the chief

charm. If nature gave us only one color instead of the

various tints of the rainbow, it would become unbearable.

Our heings cry out for variety, change.

A writer remarks that for a certain part of the year our

cities are
.
the color of dirty cobwebs. It is really not so

much that they are of that appearance that we are annoyed ;

it is 'because we get tired of looking at the same old drab-

ness. If all the houses were painted blue, red, green, or

any other shade, we should soon grow tired of their uni-

formity and wish for a change. People consciously or un-

consciously try to relieve this certain-time-of-the-year drab-

ness by various means; window gardens, vines, paint, etc.

But we all know what happens to the painted exterior

of a house. The elements play havoc with it. It soon

becomes dingy, rusty looking and then begins to peel off.

It seems that the most valuable material for use on the

exterior of buildings is overlooked—Tile. Tile is cer-

tainly the most durable building material known to the

w^orld, and it is equally as certain that it is the most adap-

table to coloring. Colors that are burned into tile stay

there and they are always fresh. A plate of tile on the

outside of a building would last always and would not in

the least be aflfected by the elements. The rain itself would

wash the dust off and keep the tile looking fresh, but in

case it should 'become soiled, a hose played over it wnll

soon bring it back to its original purity and brilliance.

Time and the elements do not aflFect tile. And then

just think of the safety to be gained by its use on exteriors,

for tile is perfectly fireproof.

There should be more color in architecture, as there was

in olden times, and tile is the medium to carry it.

What Others Think of Us
Dear Mr. Owens:
One of our staff this morning handed the writer a copy

of your splendid little monthly, "Tile Talk." Being an

old publisher of trade publications I want to congratulate

you on the excellency of its makeup and contents. . . .

Yours very truly,

Morgan Motor Car Company,
W. J. Morgan, President.

As we understand it, the rising generation retires about

when the retiring generation rises.

—

Dallas News.

The Thinking Part of the Brain
The upper part of the brain usually is considered the

thinking part. The opinion of brain experts is that very

little of the brain is used for thinking; and this opinion

seems to be supported by five operations made recently

—

which are remarkable in themselves—at Johns Hopkins
University, by Dr. Walter Dandy. The entire half of

the brain was removed in these five cases, which w^'e of

diseases that would have been hopeless without an opera-

tion.

Three of the five cases lived, so that what remained of,

the mentality could be measured. Although the removal of

half of the brain caused paralysis of the body on the oppo-

site side of the brain removed, the process of thinking . ap-

peared to go on as it had before.

It is the belief of many experts that the left half of the

brain in right-handed persons, does most of the thinking.

The left half of the brain controls the right side, and the

right half the left side of the body ; so the right side of the

brain would be the busier side of the left-handed person.

In Doctor Danby's operations it was the superior half of

the brain that was left and carried on the process of think-

ing alone.

An Old One
As a rule, man's a fool

If it's hot, he wants it cool;

If it's cool he wants it hot;

Always wanting what is not.

Another Romance Shattered

One by one our old traditions are attacked, some of

them falling under the merciless bombardment of cold

facts.

We have always dreamed of the Eskimo in his igloo,

drinking oil to produce fat to ward off the awful cold of

the Polar regions; of the fearfully heavy snow falls there

and the bitter cold in winter, and as for summer, there

couldn't be any such thing as hot weather around the

North Pole!

And now we are rudely awakened from that dream by

the Arctic explorer and author, Vilhjalmur Stefansson. He
states that the sight of an igloo would make an Eskimo
think he was seeing things; that a whole season's snowfall

at the North Pole has been put to shame by one single

snowfall in Virginia and worse, and more of it, that the

summer temperature within the Arctic Circle averages

85 degrees and has even approached 100 degrees in the

shade

!

Well, well, if this is all true what a whale of a lot of

books will have to be corrected—and Stefansson ought to

know. It's too bad, though, for it takes all the romance
out of our ideas of that icy region, the home of the Polar

bear.

Considerate

It is our desire to make you, our patrons, feel at home,
while a guest of our theatre and any discourtesy on the

part of any employe will be greatly appreciated if called

to the attention of the management.

—

Dallas Theatre Pro-

gram. . .

Nature is the art of God.

—

Sir Thomas Broivne.
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Noctovision

Noctovision, the seeing of objects concealed by darkness,

smoke or fog, if perfected, may revolutionize the science

of warfare, according to James L. Baird, inventor of trans-

Atlantic television.

Mr. Baird is experimenting on this new^ wonder and he

says his experiments have met with considerable success.

have television well started now," he states, "and

parallel with my efforts to perfect television, I am trying

to develop a means of seeing objects concealed by darkness

or smoke or fog.

"I already have been able to accomplish this by flooding

a room with invisible light—that is light from which the

rays visible to the naked eye have been filtered out. Also,

by using a searchlight throwing out these invisible rays,

I have been able to see objects in the darkness several

hundred yards away.

"I have reason to believe that I am on the verge of

some important discoveries in noctovision. If my expecta-

tions are realized, we will have invisible searchlights scan-

ning the night skies for enemy aircraft and sweeping the

seas for enemy battleships."

If this discovery is perfected, it will, as can readily be

seen, render useless the laying down of smoke screens to

conceal ships or troops, because the possessor of a nocto-

vision instrument could see what was going on behind the

screen as clearly as though there were no smoke there.

But according to Mr. Baird there is a more immediate

and practical use for noctovision. Ship captains could use

it for penetrating heavy fogs and for seeing to great dis-

tances at night when the ordinary searchlight is not prac-

ticable because of its blinding glare.

Great Salt Lake, Utah, is a very popular bathing-place,

because there is little danger of drowning. Owing to the

high specific gravity, a person cannot entirely submerge

himself in the water of that lake. The water is said to

be invigorating, but the body becomes so incrusted with salt

that a bath in fresh water must follow bathing in the

lake.

How Would You Like a Bite of This?
Denby Dale, a village between Huddersfield and Penis-

tone, distinguished itself recently by baking the granddaddy
of all pies.

The crust of this pie contained 1,120 pounds of flour,

the middle took four bullocks and about one and a half

tons of potatoes. It was baked in a dish of steel meas-

uring sixteen feet long and five feet wide and weighing

three and one-half tons. It took twenty men more than

an hour to get it from the oven to the truck.

After being loaded on the truck it was taken on a long

procession which ended at a field, where it was served by

250 people, 20,000 partaking of this huge pie.

Courage
By Amelia Earhart

(Miss Earhart is the first successful woman trans-

Atlantic flyer.)

Courage is the price that Life exacts for greater peace.

The soul that knows it not knows no release

From little things;

Knows not the livid loneliness of fear.

Nor mountain heights where bitter joy can hear

The sound of wings.

How can life grant us boon of living, compensate

For dull gray ugliness and pregnant hate,

Unless we dare

The soul's domination? Each time we make a choice

we pay

With courage to behold resistless day,

And count it fair.

—

Clipped.

Revenge, at first though sweet,

Bitter ere long back on itself recoils.

—

Milton.

For pity melts the mind to love.

—

Dryden.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Rates, Classified Advertisements . 5 cents per word

Want Advertisements . . . • 35 words for $1.00

Cash must accompany all orders

WANTED: Situation as Tile Estimator.

Thoroughly competent, exceptionally ac-

curate, age 40. Christian, American. 15

years' experience with three high-grade

concerns; know the tile game from A to

Z. Location immaterial. Address Box

16, care Tile Talk, 507 West 33d St.,

New York City.

WANTED—An artist on staff of magazine

for illustration work. Apply by letter

and submit samples of work to QZ, care

TILE TALK, 507 West 33d Street, New
York City.

WANTED—Good, live sales and advertis-

ing manager, preferably one acquainted

with tile business or architecture or home
building. Must be steady, sober and a

live wire, reliable in every way. An
A-1 connection is open to the right man.
Must be willing to live in New York.

State age, experience and salary wanted.
Address Sales Manager, care TILE
TALK, 507 West 33d Street, New York.



Distinctive Bath Room

Accessories of Quality

Made in

Wliite, Black

Bath Room Accessories

The Empire . Floor and Wall Tile Co.

507-n West 33d Street. New York

and All

Colors

Price List Upon Request



A Few of our inserts in Animal Designs. Splen

for the nursery. They please the Kiddies
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